Because of their astounding electromechanical properties, BiFeO 3 (BFO) thin films are promising candidates for the replacement of lead-based ceramics in microelectromechanical system devices. However, a full understanding of the piezoelectric properties reported for these ceramic materials is still missing. Detailed knowledge about the crystal structure of BFO thin films in all its polymorphic structures is of essential importance to address this lack. While the structure of the ''bulk'' BFO phase was determined by neutron diffraction in 1980 [1], polymorphs of BFO stabilized under epitaxial strain are not yet fully understood. Two distinct structures are known to evolve above and below a 4.5% critical compressive strain. They are pseudotetragonal (T phase) and pseudorhombohedral (R phase), respectively, with a small monoclinic distortion of the unit cells [2] . The T phase shows a unique structure characterized by a strongly elongated unit cell with a c/a axial ratio (ratio of the long to short axis of the pseudocubic unit cell) close to 1.3. The structural information of this metastable polymorph is particularly relevant because it is predicted to have a giant polarization as high as 150 µC/cm 2 [2], roughly 1.5 times of the bulk material. The T phase can be prepared only either as a pure phase in highly strained films thinner than 50 nm grown on LaAlO 3 substrates or as a nanoscale mixture of T and R phases in partially relaxed films. Because of these limitations, obtaining experimental data about the atomic and electronic structure of the T phase is very challenging.
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For this study a 60-nm-thick BFO film grown on LaAlO 3 was used; see Fig. 2(a) . By using aberration-corrected high-resolution Z-contrast scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM), we find that the high-strain and low-strain BFO polymorphs exhibit substantial differences in their atomic crystal structure. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show HR-STEM images of the R and T phases in the [010] pc orientation, respectively. Figure 1(b) demonstrates a strong tetragonal distortion of the cubic perovskite. The measured axial ratio c/a for the T phase is 1.27, in comparison to 1.03 for the R phase. We employed template matching and averaging in order to extract reliable information about the position of the Fe atoms and their displacement relative to the O and Bi positions. It can be seen that the extreme c-parameter elongation of the T-phase structure is connected with the transformation of the FeO 6 octahedra into FeO 5 pyramids. The average structure image of the T phase shows unequivocally the equatorial O(2) oxygen atomic columns displaced upwards to maintain the fivefold oxygen coordination about the displaced Fe atoms; see the white oxygen atoms in the model in Fig. 1(b) . From the measured ionic displacements, a giant out-of-plane ferroelectric polarization (148 µC/cm 2 ) and a small in-plane polarization (13 µC/cm 2 ) are estimated. These results clarify the microscopic origin of the giant spontaneous polarization in strained BFO thin films [3] .
Furthermore, the different coordination geometries for the Fe atoms have a direct impact on the electronic structure of BFO resulting in clear differences in the near-edge fine structure of the O K and Fe L 3,2 edges (Fig. 2) 
Figure 2. (a) Low magnification STEM cross-sectional image of a BFO film on a LaAlO 3 substrate consisting of a nanoscale mixture of T phase (regions II and IV) and R phase (regions I and III). (b) Oxygen K-edge and (c) iron L-edge spectra of the areas indicated in (a).

